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1. Match the words with the correct definition. There are four extra words. 

cave      risky      deep       cliff      adapting       take down      version      challenge      try out      stunt      cautious      trick      adrenaline rush      rope 

1. An alternative or different type of the original.     ______________________ 

 

2. When something is dangerous.                               ______________________   

 

3. When something is hard but you do it.                    ______________________   

 

4. A dangerous or risky trick.                                       ______________________                                 

 

5. Something made of strong thick string you use to climb up a mountain.         ______________________   

 

6. When you are careful.                                                 ______________________ 

 

7. A strong feeling of excitement mixed with fear.                      ______________________ 

 

8. A place under the ground where you go potholing.                 ______________________ 

 

9. When you have a go at something new.                   ______________________                                                         

 

10. An edge that is very high off the ground.                           ______________________                        Points__/10 
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2. Read the text then answer the questions. 

The History of Skateboarding 
Adapted from an article by Sky Siljeg and Scott Starr 
 

1. In 1958 skateboards were made from roller skates attached to a board. This is really where it all started. As surfing became more 

popular, skating became a way to surf when there were no waves –"sidewalk surfing." Then a year later companies made them on 

mass but this time with metal wheels. Of course these companies weren’t slow off the mark because they’d realised the huge 

potential market skateboarding offered so they were quick to react and went into production as fast as they could. 

 

2. From 1963 to 66 surfboard companies started making better-quality skateboards with clay wheels and trucks that were made for 

skating. The first skate contest was put on in Hermosa Beach, California, in 1963 in the United States. In 1964, the musical group 

Jan and Dean (famous in the States but not well known in Europe) appeared in concert on Dick Clark's American Bandstand and 

sang "Sidewalk Surfing." Dean did a few simple tricks and rode the board across the stage. 

 

3. Around this time, Surfer Magazine put out a quarterly magazine called Skateboarder. Only four issues were printed. That same 

year, ABC Wide World of Sports broadcasted the Skateboarding Championships. 

In 1973 with the invention of urethane (a chemical compound) wheels, new possibilities emerged. What once was a noisy, bumpy ride was now smooth and silent. Banks and 

ditches became skateable, as these new wheels were able to grip the concrete. Surfers like Larry Bertlemann inspired a new and radical form of skating, as surfing began to turn 

toward a shorter board with more fluid moves.  

4. From this point on, skating would never be the same. From around 1976 to 78 the California drought forced homeowners to drain their pools. Though skaters had been riding 

swimming pools since the introduction of urethane wheels the previous year, they now viewed the empty pools as territory to be conquered. Many concrete parks were also being 

built, and the first professional skaters began to get noticed. However, many skate parks were forced to close because of low attendance and high insurance rates. In the eighties 

street skating turned handrails and walls into free skate parks. Skater-owned companies became more and more common.  

5. Skateboarding took a giant step into the mainstream with the 1995 Extreme Games, becoming more of a spectator sport. By the late 90s, skating appeared in commercials for 

everything from soft drinks to phone companies. Fashion trends began to reflect the influence of the skating crowd. Nowadays skating can be enjoyed by children as young as 

two; there are even popular groups for very young girl skaters with names like ‘The pink helmets’ but the majority of skaters range from early teens to twenties. Many cities have 

built high quality skate parks, and a number of camps and lessons are available to young people. Some families even enjoy skating as a family activity.  And it’s now 2015 and it’s 

still a popular pastime! 
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1. How can surfing be compared to skateboarding? ______________________________________________________________________________________. 

2. How did an American pop group help to promote the sport? _____________________________________________________________________________. 

3. What changes did urethane wheels make to the way skaters skated? ______________________________________________________________________. 

4. How did empty swimming pools and parks help skaters? ________________________________________________________________________________. 

5. Why did skaters and skateboarding begin to be used in commercials? _____________________________________________________________________. 

 

Points__/10 

 

3. Find the words in the text. 

 

a) Paragraph 1 – another word for enormous   _______________________ 

b) Paragraph 2 – to be held _______________________ 

c) Paragraph 3 – to hold very tightly __________________________ 

d) Paragraph 3 – to make someone feel that they want to do something and can do it __________________________ 

e) Paragraph 4 – to take out the liquid from something _____________________ 

f) Paragraph 4 – something that is made necessary or something that you are made to do ____________________ 

g) Paragraph 5 – advertisements________________________ 

Points__/7 

 

http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/british/feel
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/british/want
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4. Read the advice then complete the sentences. 

1. “Don’t run so fast!” said Lynn to Amanda 

Lynn told _________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. “If you need advice, go and ask your trainer, not someone who doesn’t know anything about sport!” said Natalia’s Dad. 

Her father advised __________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. “I was wrong to do it without checking my equipment.” said Rosa 

She admitted ______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. “Don’t forget to tell your friends about it!” said Frank to his sister. 

Her brother told her _________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

5. “Why don’t you report Victoria to the police?” said her basketball trainer. 

Her trainer suggested _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

6. “I wouldn’t go diving alone, it’s too dangerous.” said my cousins. 

My cousins warned _________________________________________________________________________________________   Points__/6 
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5. Complete the statements with the appropriate word or expression to form collocations. 

chilling        thought        rushed        suffer        shooting         amazing        bad    

 

1. When we took part in the skating contest in the United States it was an  ________________ experience. 

 

2. If I get nervous before a bungee jump I often __________ from stomach pains. 

 

3. My dad said he thought he’s seen a shark in the water before I went surfing but I told him to just shrug off the __________ and stop worrying! 

 

4. As we walked into the cave there was such a __________ silence that we could hear ourselves breathing! 

 

5. It’s really strange. My sister always wakes up early after she’s been training because she has __________ dreams. 

 

6. After the camping trip Frank started feeling so ill that he was __________ into hospital with __________ pains in his stomach. 

Points__/7 
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6. Choose ONE option. Write about 130 words. 

 

A. Explain which extreme sport would be the most exciting or frightening to you.  

Which would you be least or most likely to participate in?  Why or why not. 

OR 

B. Imagine you live near a big bridge where some young teenagers do bungee jumping. You know they are very careless and you’re afraid someone 

will hurt themselves. You decide to write a letter to a newspaper about it. Write the letter giving your opinion.  

Points__/10 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  Total__/50 


